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Abstract
This paper is about using multiple types of information for classification of networked data in the
transductive setting: given a network with some nodes labeled, predict the labels of the remaining
nodes. One method recently developed for doing such inference is a guilt-by-association model.
This method has been independently developed in two different settings. One setting assumes
that the networked data has explicit links such as hyperlinks between web-pages or citations
between research papers. The second setting assumes a corpus of non-relational data and creates
links based on similarity measures between the instances. Both use only the known labels in the
network to predict the remaining labels but use very different information sources. The thesis of
of this paper is that if we were to combine the two types of links, the resulting network would
carry more information than either type of link by itself. This thesis is tested on six benchmark
data sets where we show that this is indeed correct. We further do a sensitivity study on how
many links should be created, showing that the combined network gets most of its immediate
gain using only a few extra links.

1 Motivation

Recent years have seen a lot of attention on classification with networked data in various
domains and settings (e.g., [4, 2, 14, 24]. Networked data isdata, generally of the same
type such as web-pages or text documents, that are connectedvia various explicit rela-
tions such as one paper citing another, hyperlinks between web-pages, or people calling
each other. This paper concerns itself mainly with the problem ofwithin-network clas-
sification: given a partially labeled network (some nodes have been labeled), label the
rest of the nodes in the network.

There have been two separate thrusts of work in this area; oneassumes that the data
is already in the form of a network such as a web-site, a citation graph, or a calling
graph (e.g., [4, 13, 14]. The second area of work has not been cast as a network learning
problem, but rather in the area of semi-supervised learningin a transductive setting [1,
10, 25, 2, 24]. These works assume that you are given a corpus of instances and need to
first create the links (e.g., given a set of text documents, link them by some similarity
score), and then apply classification in this networked data. Interestingly, the same al-
gorithms have been independently developed and used in relational learning [13, 14] as
well as in semi-supervised learning [25, 24].

These two existing approaches both ignore information thatis readily available. The
work on within-network learning has ignored local attributes all together and focused
on the univariate case where only the labels are used [14]. Contrast this with the work
in the semi-supervised work, where they have no relations and build links using only
local attributes (e.g., [25, 24]).



The main thesis of this paper is that augmenting an existing network with links
mined from the local attributes ought to increase the information in the network and
hence improve the performance of the network classifier. We will show that this is
indeed the case on six benchmark data sets, where we augment an existing network by
addingK edges from each entity to the K most similar entities to it in the network. We
further show that the augmented network is not very sensitivite toK beyondK = 5.

We next describe related work, followed by a description of the network classifier
and how we augment the network. We then describe our case study in which we test our
main thesis, and conclude with a discussion of the results.

2 Related Work

The focus of this paper is on within-network learning, an area that has not yet seen much
attention in the relational learning community, with a few exceptions (e.g., [22, 13]. One
important aspect of networked data is that it allowscollective inference, meaning that
various interrelated values can be inferred simultaneously. Within-network inference
complicates such procedures by pinning certain values, butalso offers opportunities
such as the application of network-flow algorithms to inference as we describe below.
More generally, network data allow the use of the features ofa node’s neighbors, al-
though that must be done with care to avoid greatly increasing estimation variance and
thereby error [9].

Macskassy and Provost [13] investigated a simple univariate classifier, the weighted-
vote relational neighbor (wvRN). They instantiated node priors simply by the marginal
class frequency in the training data. The wvRN classifier performs relational classifica-
tion via a weighted average of the estimated class membership scores (“probabilities”)
of the node’s neighbors. Collective inference is performedvia a relaxation labeling
method similar to that used by Chakrabarti et al. [3]. We use this classifier in our case
study.

Relational Bayesian Networks (RBNs, a.k.a. ProbabilisticRelational Models [11,
7, 22] were applied in a within-network classification by Taskar et al. [22] to various
domains, including a data set of published manuscripts linked by authors and citations.
Loopy belief propagation [19] was used to perform the collective inferencing. The study
showed that the PRM performed better than a non-relational naive Bayes classifier and
that using both author and citation information in conjunction with the text of the paper
worked better than using only author or citation information in conjunction with the
text.

Recent work outside the area of relational or network learning is directly relevant to
within-network classification [1, 10, 25, 24]. These techniques are designed to address
semi-supervised learning in a transductive setting [23], but their methods have direct
application to certain instances of univariate network classification. Specifically, they
consider data sets where labels are given for a subset of cases, and classifications are
desired for a subset of the rest. They connect the data into a weighted network, by
adding edges (in various ways) based on similarity between cases. We draw upon the
work of Zhu et al. [25] and Wang and Zhang [24] below.



3 Classification in networked data

We use an existing and proven method for performing classification of networked data:
the weighted-vote relational neighbor (wvRN) [13]1 paired with relaxation labeling
(RL) [20, 8] for collective inference. It has been shown thatthis method is a very strong
classifier in networked data [14] (also see [25] and [24]). Using wvRN with an iterative
label propagation such as relaxation labeling has been shown to perform better than
other collective or exact inference methods [14, 24].

3.1 The weighted-vote Relational Classifier (wvRN)

The wvRN classifier estimates class-membership probabilities based on two assump-
tions: (1) that the label of a node depends only on its immediate neighbors, and (2) the
entities in the graph exhibit homophily—i.e., linked entities have a propensity to belong
to the same class (cf. [17]). This homophily-based model is motivated by observations
and theories of social networks [17], where homophily is ubiquitous.

Definition. Givenvi ∈ V U , wvRN estimatesP (xi|Ni) as the (weighted) mean of
the class-membership probabilities of the entities inNi:

P (xi = X|Ni) =
1

Z

∑

vj∈Ni

wi,j · P (xj = X |Nj), (1)

whereZ is the usual normalizer. As this is a recursive definition (for undirected graphs,
vj ∈ Ni ⇔ vi ∈ Nj) the classifier uses the “current” estimate forP (xj = X |Nj).

3.2 Relaxation Labeling (RL)

We use relaxation labeling (RL) as described in Macskassy and Provost [14]. Rather
than treatG as being in a specific labeling “state” at every point (e.g., as a Gibbs sam-
pler does), relaxation labeling retains the uncertainty, keeping track of the current prob-
ability estimations forxU . The relational model must be able to use these estimations.
Further, rather than estimating one node at a time and updating the graph right away,
relaxation labeling “freezes” the current estimations so that at stept + 1, all vertices
will be updated based on the estimations from stept. However, doing this often leads to
oscillation between states. We therefore use a simulated annealing approach—on each
subsequent iteration giving more weight to a node’s own current estimate and less to
the influence of its neighbors.

More formally, the relaxation labeling inference is definedas:

c
(t+1)
i = β(t+1) · wvRN(C(t)) + (1−β(t+1)) · c

(t)
i , (2)

wherec
(t)
i is a vector of probabilities (probability distribution) which represents an

estimate ofP (xi|Ni) at time stept and wvRN(C(t)) denotes applying wvRN using all
the estimates from time stept. We define the simulated annealing constants as:

β0 = k

β(t+1) = β(t) · α, (3)

1 Previously called the probabilistic Relational Neighbor classifier (pRN).



wherek is a constant between0 and1, which for the case study we set to1.0, andα is
a decay constant, which we set to0.99. These values were set based on Macskassy and
Provost [14].

4 Using local attributes with networked data

In contrast to complex relational learners, wvRN as well as other graph-based methods
areunivariate in that they only consider class label. For classifiers such as these, local
attributes are left unused. This is unfortunate as one wouldthink that there is consid-
erable information in the local attributes that should be usable. Macskassy and Provost
[15] tried with limited success to make use of local attributes during classification either
through setting priors on nodes or using a meta-classifier which combined wvRN with
other local-only or relational classifier.

In this paper we take a different approach and borrow techniques from the semi-
supervised area (e.g., Wang and Zhang [24]), where the corpus itself is non-relational,
but links are created based on local attributes. The classifiers are then used in a within-
network setting just as wvRN has been used with the networkeddata. Wang and Zhang
[24] create their edges by calculating similarity scores between instances and using the
top-K of such links such that an instance will create K links to the K instances that are
most similar to it, using the local attributes.

The idea in this paper is that if we were to augment an existingnetwork with the
links created from local attributes, and then applying wvRN-RL, then we will in effect
be using both relational as well as local attribute information to predict labels of nodes
in the network. The key questions are how we compute similarity scores and what K to
use. We answer the former presently and will return to the latter in Section 5.

The data that we consider in this paper is textual in nature (in addition to having
explicit links), and we therefore adopt a standard tfidf information retrieval scheme [21]:
for each word in the corpus, calculate the tfidf score for thatword for a given document,
thereby creating a vector of scores for each document. The tfidf score is short for term
frequency (tf) inverse document frequency (idf), where tf(w) = log(1 + wdoc) and
idf(w) = log(N/Nw), wherewdoc is the number of times wordw appears in a given
document,N is the size of the corpus andNw is the number of documents that word
w appears in. The similarity of, and the weight of the edge between, two documents is
then defined as the cosine of their respective tfidf vectors.

5 Study

The thesis of this paper is that augmenting existing networked data with text-mined
links will increase the performance of network classification methods. This case study
will empirically test this thesis.

5.1 Data

We use of 6 benchmark data sets from three domains that have been the subject of
prior study in machine learning. As this study focuses on combining text-mined links
and networked data, instances for which we have no text were removed. Therefore, the
statistics we present may differ from those reported previously.



Category Size
Case Based 432

Genetic Algorithms 512

Neural Networks 1152

Probabilistic Methods 559

Reinforcement Learning 315

Rule Learning 242

Theory 458

Total 3670

Base accuracy 32.39%

Table 1.Class distribution for the CoRA data set.

Number of web-pages
Category cornell texas washington wisconsin
course 44 38 77 85

faculty 34 46 31 42

project 3

staff 21 3 10 12

student 128 148 126 156

Total 227 235 244 298

Base accuracy56.4% 63.0% 51.6% 52.3%

Table 2.Class distribution for the WebKB data set using six-class labels.

CoRA The CoRA data set [16] comprises computer science research papers. It includes
the full citation graph as well as labels for the topic of eachpaper (and potentially sub-
and sub-sub-topics).2 Following a prior study [22], we focused on papers within the
machine learning topic with the classification task of predicting a paper’s sub-topic (of
which there are seven). The class distribution of the data set is shown in Table 1.

Papers can be linked in one of two ways: they share a common author, or one cites
the other. Following prior work [12], we link two papers if one cites the other. This
number ordinarily would only be zero or one unless the two papers cite each other.

For the text-mined links, we used the abstracts of the papers(we did not have access
to the full text of the articles).

WebKB The second domain we draw from is based on the WebKB Project [5].3 It
consists of sets of web pages from four computer science departments, with each page
manually labeled into7 categories: course, department, faculty, project, staff,student
or other. As with other work [18, 12], we ignore pages in the “other” category except as
described below.

From the WebKB data we produce four networked data sets, one for each of the
four universities. Although the data contains six classes,none of them had any text for
their department web-pages and only one (Wisconsin) had pages with text from their
project pages. In effect, this turned into a four-class problem.

Following prior work on web-page classification, we link twopages by co-citations
(if x links to z andy links to z, thenx andy are co-citingz) [3, 12]. To weight the

2 These labels were assigned by a naive Bayes classifier [16].
3 We use the WebKB-ILP-98 data.



Sector Number of companies
Basic Materials 37

Capital Goods 52

Conglomerates 8

Consumer Cyclical 59

Consumer NonCyclical 34

Energy 56

Financial 135

Healthcare 168

Services 275

Technology 402

Transportation 22

Utilities 26

Total 1274

Base accuracy 31.55%

Table 3.Class distribution for the industry data set.

link betweenx andy, we sum the number of hyperlinks fromx to z and separately the
number fromy to z, and multiply these two quantities. For example, if studentx has
2 edges to a group page, and a fellow studenty has3 edges to the same group page,
then the weight along that path between those2 students would be6. This weight repre-
sents the number of possible co-citation paths between the pages. Co-citation relations
are not uniquely useful to domains involving documents; forexample, for phone-fraud
detection bandits often call the same numbers as previouslyidentified bandits (cf. [6]).
We chose co-citations for this case study based on the prior observation that a student is
more likely to have a hyperlink to her advisor or a group/project page rather than to one
of her peers [5]. See Macskassy and Provost [14] for a discussion on edge-selection.

To produce the final data sets, we removed pages in the “other”category from the
classification task, although they were used as “background” knowledge—allowing2
pages to be linked by a path through an “other” page. The composition of the data sets
is shown in Table 2.

To create the text-based links, we enhanced the words by tagging special words
that appeared in the title, headers or anchors, as this information ought to be useful for
deciding similarity.

Industry Classification The final domain we draw from involves classifying com-
panies by industry sector. The Industry Classification dataset is based on38, 127 PR
Newswire press releases gathered from April 1, 2003 throughSeptember 30, 2003.
Each story was tagged with the companies that were mentionedin that story. The data
set was then split into two sets:2809 stories that mentioned more than one company
and35, 318 stories that mentioned only one company.

The former set of2809 stories was used to create a network of companies where
an edge is placed between two companies if they appeared together in the same press
release. The weight of an edge is the number of such cooccurrences found in the com-
plete corpus. The resulting network comprises1274 companies that cooccurred with at
least one other company. The latter set of35, 318 stories was used to create text-mined
links. To classify a company, we used Yahoo!’s12 industry sectors. Table 3 shows the
details of the class memberships.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of using network-links only versus text-mined links only versus a combina-
tion of the two.

5.2 Experimental Methodology

We have for each data set both text-mined links and explicit links between nodes in
the network. The question we seek to answer is whether augmenting the explicit links
with the text-mined links improve performance. We here use accuracy as the measure
of performance, where accuracy is averaged over10 runs.

We first verify that this is true by comparing the performanceof wvRN-RL using
only text-mined links versus using only explicit links versus using both types of links
together. For the mined links, we setK to 5. In within-network classification, part of
the network is initially labeled. We test sensitivity to thetype of link by varying from
10% to 90% the amount of initially labeled examples in the network.

Second, we test the sensitivity ofK for both the combined network as well as for
the text-only network to see how performance changes asK is increased.
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Fig. 2. Testing for sensitivity of K in using the top-K text-mined links. The figure shows a repre-
sentative selection of the six data sets.

5.3 Results

We first check whether augmenting the network with text-mined links improves per-
formance of wvRN-RL. Figure 1 shows the performance across the six data sets. The
results are interesting in three ways: first, we see that augmenting the existing network
with text-mined links improved performance on five out of thesix data sets. Second,
we see that when only a small amount of the network is initially labeled, then using
text-mined links alone performed better on three out of the six data sets. Thirdly we
see that on five out of the six data sets, when more than half thenetwork is labeled,
then the augmented network performed the best and using the text-mined links per-
formed the worst. A pairedt-test verifies that these findings are statistically significant
at p < 0.01. These results clearly show that the thesis of augmenting the network does
indeed improve performance and that it never decreases performance. Note that the one



case where the augmented network was not as good as the text-only network was the
industry sector case where the links were created by impliedconnections in the text
rather than explicitly know links. Therefore, the co-occurrence network may not have
been as informative as the one that mined the text.

Second, we investigate the sensitivity toK. Figure 2 shows results on three repre-
sentative data sets of varyingK from 5 to 50 both on the augmented network (on the
left) as well as when using only the text-mined links (on the right). Two quite interest-
ing patterns emerge: usingK = 5 generally performs the best, and using the text-mined
links only is more sensitive toK than the augmented network. This argues that when us-
ing text-mined links alone,K should be carefully chosen, but in the augmented network
this is less critical. Again, the industry classification network was the one exception for
the augmented network, perhaps due to the reasons outlined before.

6 Discussion and Limitations
The thesis of this paper was that augmenting networked data with links mined from the
local attributes would increase the amount of the information in the network and hence
improve the performance of the network classifier.

We described a simple method of adding such links, using the similarity of nodes
based on their local attributes as the criterion for adding edges.

We empirically tested our thesis on six data sets, where the local attributes were
text, using standard information retrieval measures to calculate similarities between
instances. The results clearly show that augmenting the data with these mined links
improved performance in the majority of cases and never hurtperformance as measured
with accuracy.

We further conducted a sensitivity study on how many mined links should be added
and found that the augmented network was not very sensitive to this beyondK = 5.
This, however, may be partly due to how edge-weights were calculated as well as the
density of the original network. This is an open question that needs more attention.

This work has shown that augmenting a network can indeed improve performance.
This opens the door for many interesting research questionssuch as what kinds of
links we should use to augment the network with. We here proposed a very simple
scheme, but it stands to reason that mining for other types oflinks may very well im-
prove performance even more. This is an edge-selection problem, which is analogous to
the feature-selection problem in standard machine learning. A second issue is how the
network should be augmented. As mentioned above, there are two obvious issues: (1)
The weight of the edges: if the edges in the original network have very large weights,
then the weight of the augmented links may need to be scaled upaccordingly; and (2)
the number of edges to add. If the graph is very sparse, then adding too many new edges
may unduly favor the mined links over the existing links. Theopposite case is also true,
if you have a dense graph and only add a few links.
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